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Abstract—Supply Chain Network (SCN) is an advancement of the fundamental supply chain. Owing to speedy 

technological development, firms with a basic supply chain can extend this chain into a more multifaceted structure 

concerning a superior level of interdependence and linkage among more firms, thus comprising a SCN. Anyhow, 

problems arise in SCN due to risks, global competition, information collection and legal problems. Hence, this paper 

intends to design a Closed-Loop Supply Chain Networks (CLSCN) by solving the practical challenges in locating 

manufacturing centre, Distribution Centre (DIC), retailers, collection centre (CC) and Disposal Centre (DC). The 

existing models have transformed the design parameters of SCN’s into a sum of cost function. Moreover, the proposed 

model transforms the cost function into a non-linear space. Here, the relevant parameters such as Inventory cost (IC), 

Fixed Cost (FC), Manufacturing Cost (MC), Penalty Cost (PC), Scrap Cost (SC), return cost, Surplus Cost (SuC) and 

Transmission Cost (TC) are optimized and mapped within a subspace. The optimization of these constraints is deployed 

by a hybrid model that merges the concept of Fire Fly (FF) and Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA), and thus the 

proposed scheme is known as WOA based FF (WOA-FF) algorithm. Finally, the suggested scheme is compared with 

other conventional models, and the results are obtained. 

Keywords—SCN; Risks; Cost; FireFly; Whale Optimization Algorithm. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Nowadays, furious competition in global markets, sensitive 

customer expectations, and speedy developments in 

information technology have directed to more dynamic 

behaviors, shorter product life cycles and lesser 

transportation capabilities of customers with regard to 

preferences and demands [1] [2] [3]. This caused an impact 

on business enterprises and had presented various methods to 

manage them efficiently [4] [5]. SCN design [6] [7] plays a 

supreme significance and can considerably cause an effect on 

a company's effectiveness and efficiency. It comprises of 

tactical decisions on the quantity, capacity, and location of 

production–distribution services of an organization, or of a 

set of various companies, so as to offer commodities to a 

customer [8] [9].  In today‟s tremendously complicated 

world, supply chains play indispensable roles in organizing a 

variety of business entities and linking supply with demand 

[10] [11].  

The supply chain [12] [13] of all firms‟ is subjected to varied 

types of risks. Generally, risks affecting SCN [14] are 

associated to the chance of some hazards. Consequently, 

SCN risks [15] [16] comprises of probabilistic measures of 

the specific incidents with a related measure of the outcomes 

of events. The quantitative description of SCN risks can, 

therefore, be articulated as Supply Chain Risk [17] [18]. 

Designing SCN for every business or industry, concerns on 

arriving at a satisfactory model considering all elements such 

as market, product, technology, process, costs and external 

factors and their impact in computing alternate scenarios 

which suits the particular business needs [19] [20]. No two 

SCN models can be identical, and each SCN model [21] [22] 

[23] varies on the basis of numerous factors along with 

location. Supply networks and supply chains [24] [25], both 

portray the movement and flow of information & materials, 

by connecting the firms together to deal with the end-

customer. During the preceding few decades, the rising 

complications of SCN‟s owing to globalization has imposed 

numerous challenges on the practice of SCN [25] 

management, among which is to construct receptive SCN‟s 

to gratify customer demands. 

The proposed WOA-FF scheme contributes a design of 

CLSCN by resolving the practical limitations in locating 

manufacturing centre, DIC, retailers, CC and DC. 

Accordingly, the presented scheme transforms the cost 

function into a non-linear space. Here, the related parameters 

like IC, FC, MC, PC, SC, return cost, SuC and TC are 

optimized and mapped within a subspace. Moreover, the 

proposed WOA-FF approach is compared over conventional 
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algorithms such as Genetic Algorithm (GA), Artificial Bee 

Colony (ABC), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), FF, 

Grey Wolf Optimization (GWO), WOA, Crow Search 

Algorithm (CS) and Adaptive Awareness probability based 

CS (AA-CS) and the outcomes are obtained. The paper is 

organized as follows. Section II describes the related works 

and reviews done under this topic. Section III portrays the 

modeling of CLSCN and section IV describes the proposed 

model for optimizing decision variables. In addition, section 

V discusses the results, and section VI concludes the paper.  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Related works 

In 2017, Kenneth et al. [1] have suggested a scheme that 

insists an integrated policy of processes, people, and 

technology to accomplish their economical supply chain 

objectives. The adopted suggestion was reversed by the 

outcomes of an assessment which was conducted of senior-

level experts regarding the significance and demands of 

supply chain collaboration. The offered work terminates with 

a set of managerial suggestions to develop a company‟s 

collaborative attempts within its supply chain. 

In 2018, Hum et al. [2] have implemented an approach 

which concerns the supply chains with numerous stages of 

network or serial structure. It exploits Markovian queuing 

networks to represent endogenous supply chain systems. 

Moreover, the suggested scheme evaluates and optimizes 

supply chain awareness. On considering every case, 

comprehensive mathematical illustrations were presented for 

both optimization and evaluation of supply chain awareness. 

In 2017, Tsao et al. [3] have introduced a Continuous 

Approximation (CA) scheme to design the network. In 

addition, Nonlinear Programming (NP) schemes were 

established to resolve the optimization inconveniences. The 

outcomes of numerical analysis reveal that the 

implementation of RFID could be extremely valuable to 

companies. Moreover, the effects of parameter values were 

analyzed in terms of costs and decisions to increase 

professional insight. 

In 2017, Masakatsu et al. [4] have suggested an enhanced 

PLS by comforting acceptance principle to resolve the risk 

and cost optimization crisis. This scheme has generated the 

optimal solution by varying the plans of suppliers in the 

nearer tire to the retailers. In addition, the suggested 

algorithm has moreover relaxed the acceptance principle to 

comprise the dominated solution. The suggested scheme has 

been deployed to three types of multi-tier SCN on two 

aluminium sash retailers and one electronic retailer that have 

revealed 100% of correctness and coverage within reduced 

time for decision making. 

In 2016, Kartina et al. [5] have introduced a new Green 

Supply Chain (GSC) model to handle with the environmental 

problems and financial crisis to decrease the negative 

influences on the surroundings owing to rising levels of 

industrialization. The optimization process has been included 

by exploiting three schemes. This introduced representation 

was experienced and analyzed, and the outcomes were 

recognized in association with the potential to resolve the 

crisis among the environmental and cost problems. 

In 2016, Amin and Hamid [6] have established a novel 

arithmetical representation into SCN design, to reduce the 

entire cost of holding exterior transportation, labour wages 

and FC for generating every part in every plant. In addition, 

this paper has also established a robust optimization scheme 

in three models. The established arithmetical representation 

was carried out in an industrial analysis, and the 

enhancement of the incorporated arithmetical design was 

distinguished with the preceding techniques for 

implementing a decision by the R&D team. 

In 2018, Long [7] has suggested a novel decision-making 

approach of “problem definition - business analytics - 

solution verification - parameter adjustment”. The results of 

the suggested scheme indicate that the established method, 

models, and architecture were effectual in assisting the data-

centric decision making for resolving complex functional 

issues in SCN‟s and for the improved performance of the 

networks. 

In 2018, Armin et al. [8] have adopted a stochastic robust 

optimization representation for the modeling of a closed-loop 

SCN which carries out the functions robustly in case of 

interruptions. The suggested model was able to consider 

lateral transshipment as a reactive approach to handle 

functional and interruption risks. Here, the intention was to 

find out the location decisions which reduce the total supply 

chain expenditure across diverse interruption scenarios. 

B. Review 

The methods, features, and challenges of conventional 

techniques based on SCN are depicted in this section. At 

first, Generic strategies was suggested in [1] which offers 

effective SCN in achieving the firm‟s goal, and it often 

provides suitable business actions at correct time. Markovian 

queueing approach was exploited in [2] that presents better 

arrival rate and sensitivity, anyhow, more responsiveness of 

SCN has to be analyzed. Also, RFID adoption was proposed 

in [3], which provides better efficiency and improved facility 

costs. Pareto Local Search (PLS) was proposed in [4] that 

resolve the risk-cost optimization crisis, and it also offers 

high accuracy. However, the cost optimization is risky, and 

there are uncertainties in order ratios. In addition, Mixed 

Integer Linear Programming model (MILP) is implemented 

in [5] which minimize the negative influences on the 

environmental problems, and it provides better cost. 

Anyhow, it is complex to deal in real complex conditions, 

and it often requires carrying out more multifaceted tests. 

Nonlinear programming was presented in [6] that reduce the 

TC, but it involves certain drawbacks such as, high 

processing time and increased production cost. Data-

granularity scheme was established in [7] that resolves the 
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complex issues in SCN, and it further offers effective 

decisions for performance development. Finally, Lagrangian 

relaxation algorithm (LRA) was suggested in [8], which 

solves the risks arising from disruptions and it also offers 

better facility locations. Anyhow, there was no consideration 

of routing and inventory decisions. There, these limitations 

have to be considered for improving the performance of SCN 

effectively in the current research work. 

III. MODELING OF CLSCN   

A. Cost Representation 

A two-stage stochastic program with recourse alternative for 

problems on CLSCN model considering entire awareness of 

Probability Distribution (PD) for uncertain TC is formulated 

at first. Concerning the uncertainty returns and demands, 

nominal values under every situation are taken into 

consideration for TC. In the following part, the technique by 

which ambiguity sets for such constraints are included in the 

Hybrid Robust-Stochastic Programming (HRSP) scheme is 

illustrated. Accordingly, in the primary phase, strategic 

decisions namely, capabilities and locations of resources 

along with supply jB are demonstrated as the decisions that 

have to be made prior to comprehension of any indecisive 

parameters, and in the subsequent phase, functional decisions 

are performed after comprehension of indecisive factors. The 

description of subsequent parameters is given below. 

Assigned sets: 

RP  signifies the predetermined site of DC, Rr  

KR  indicates the potential site of retailers, Kk  

IP denotes the potential site of RMaMa / centres, Ii  

TI  denotes the group of time intervals in planning horizon,  

Tt  

SG denotes the group of set-ups for TC, Ss  

JP  specifies the potential site available for CC and DIC, 

Jj  

Assigned parameters 

t
kr

t
kd RD ˆ,ˆ  specifies the nominal requirement of retailer k  at 

time interval t  in set-up s . 

M
iFC  denotes the Fixed cost (FC) for launching RMaMa /

centre i  

C
j

D
j FF ,  indicates the FC for launching DIC, j  

kRP  signifies the Profits for each unit of product which was 

sold by retailer k  to consumers 

ii RUMU ,  denotes the Unit MC in RMaMa / centre i . 

t
jI  specifies the IC for each unit of product in duration t in 

DIC j  

jCI  indicates the Inspection cost in CC j  

rDU  signifies the Unit disposal cost in DC r  

DPU  denotes the PC for each unit of unfulfilled desires of 

retailers 

RSS  specifies the SC for each unit of uncollected returns of 

retailers 

DSS  signifies the SuC for each unit of surplus quantities of 

low over requirements attained by retailers 

RPS  indicates the PC for each unit of surplus quantities of 

flow over returns obtained from retailers 

t
ijsIJ  denotes the TC for each unit of product travelled from 

RMaMa /  indicates the centre i  to DIC, i  in duration t  in set-up 

s  

t
jksJK  specifies the TC for each unit of product travelled from 

DIC, j  to retailer k  in duration t in set-up s . 

t
kjsKJ  signifies the TC for each unit of returned product 

travelled from retailer k  to CC, j  in time interval t in set-up s . 

t
jisJI indicates the TC for each unit of recoverable product 

travelled from CC, j  to RMaMa /  specifies the centre i in 

duration t in set-up s . 

t
jrsJR  denotes the TC for each unit of damaged product 

travelled from CC j  to DC r in duration t in set-up s . 

M
iC  signifies the capacity cost of RMaMa / centre i  for each 

unit of products for every duration. 

C
j

D
j CC ,  denotes the CC of DIC, j  for each unit of products 

for every duration. 

M
iAP  specifies the highest accessible capability of 

RMaMa / centre i  

C
j

D
j APAP ,  indicates the highest accessible capability of DIC, 

j . 

a  indicates portion of returned products which could be 

remanufactured 

sP  signifies the probability of TC in set up s  

 

Assigned decision variables: 

M
iX  denotes the binary factor equivalent to one if a 

RMaMa / centre is launched at site i , 0 otherwise 

C
j

D
j XX ,  signifies the binary factor equivalent to one if a 

RMaMa / centre is launched at site j , 0 otherwise 

M
iW  specifies the capacity of RMaMa / centre i   

C
j

D
j WW ,  indicates the capability of DIC, j  

t
ijsfIJ  denotes the amount of products travelled from 

RMaMa / centre i  to DIC, j  in duration t in set-up s . 

t
jksfJK  signifies the amount of products travelled from DIC, 

j   to retailer k  in duration t in set-up s . 

t
kjsfKJ  specifies the amount of returned products travelled 

from retailer k  to CC j  in duration t in set-up s . 

t
ijsfIJ  signifies the amount of recoverable products travelled 

from CC j  to RMaMa / centre i  in duration t in set-up s . 

t
jrsfJR  specifies the amount of scrapped products travelled 

from CC j  to disposal centre r  in duration t in set-up s . 
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t
isP  denotes the amount of products generated by RMaMa /  

centre i in duration t in set-up s . 

jBB  specifies the base-stock level of product in DIC, j  at the 

commencement of every stage. 

B. CLCSN Structure 

Assume a single product, capacitated and multi-period, 

CLSCN that encompasses of manufacturing/remanufacturing 

( RMaMa / ), DIC, CC, and DC and retailers under demand, 

TC and return cost uncertainty as portrayed by Fig.1. The 

finished goods are collected from retailers, transmitted to 

CC, and subsequent to a quality analysis, it is divided into 

two groups: recoverable products dispatched to RMaMa /

centres, and damaged products are conveyed to DC. The 

RMa  commodities in the forward network together with the 

new ones are supplied to retailers from RMaMa / centres via 

distribution centres to deal with their requirements. In 

addition, an aperiodic review inventory approach is 

considered for DIC to find out inventory levels and it 

includes base-stock levels, jBB  for these services as 

decision factors. However, it is considered that the 

commodities are unpreserved and hence the enormous 

quantity of goods in the retail services in a particular interval 

could not be deployed to satisfy consumer needs of 

subsequent period.  This CLSCN design can be deployed in 

industries which are establishing novel goods to their target 

market comprising of its earlier consumers. Almost all 

traditional CLSCN models intend to satisfy the return 

amount and whole requirement, or they increase gain devoid 

of any consideration about the requirements and returns they 

satisfy. On the other hand, the major objective is to design 

the network by taking into account the diverse norms of the 

intended market which have an effect on the significance of 

such factors.  

 

Fig. 1. CLSCN framework 

Here, in the adopted design, if the transportation from DC to 

retailers goes beyond the requirement of retailers, then a SuC 

is charged. Alternatively, if the necessitates of retailers is 

higher when compared to the amount transported from DC‟s, 

then a PC for unfulfilled requirement is attained. 

Alternatively, if the flow from retailers to CC‟s is higher 

when distinguished with the potential return, that is 

unfeasible in reality, then a PC for each unit of increased 

flow is exploited. Anyhow, if this flow is reduced than the 

potential returns, a SC for each unit of ingathered returns is 

imposed. The major intention is to design the CLSCN in the 

prevalence of ambiguity. Here, two different kinds of 

ambiguities are offered; (a) returns and demand quantities (b) 

TC‟s. 

C. Objective Model 

The two-stage CLSCN problem that is stochastic can be 

designed as exposed in the subsequent equations: 
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in which, 
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   sWBBXe  ,,,  refers to the recourse operation. For a 

known condition,   sBBWXe  ,,,  denotes the desired 

objective function of the second stage issue from (Eq. 8)-

(Eq. 24). 
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In Eq. (1), the intention is to increase the anticipated sum of 

second stage gain less than the first stage costs together with 

FC‟s of launching amenities and capacity costs The second 

stage gain (Eq.8) comprises the revenue from selling 

innovative products, reduced TC, IC, MC of innovative 

goods and remanufacturing costs (ReC) of exploited goods, 

CC of exploited goods, and discarding costs of damaged 

goods. Eq. (2) - Eq. (4) make sure the capability regulated 

for RMaMa / , DIC and CC‟s, correspondingly. Eq. (5) 

assures that the capability of every DIC is at least equivalent 

to its jBB . Eq. (6) guarantees that at every site j , at least one 

DIC or CC is launched. Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) guarantee that 

the formal requirement of retailer is fulfilled by the DIC‟s 

and in addition the formal returns of exploited goods from 

retailers are gathered by the CC‟s, correspondingly. In the 

subsequent section, the integration of uncertain sets for such 

constraints is explained. Eq. (11) guarantees the flow balance 

for every distribution centres. Eq. (12) implement jBB or 

every DIC in time interval t for set-up s . Eq. (13) - Eq.(15) 

makes sure the flow balance for CC and RMaMa / centres. 

Eq. (16) - Eq. (18) states the capability factors for RMaMa / , 

DIC‟s and CC‟s, correspondingly. Eq. (19) - Eq. (23) 

correlates the binary constraints for facility subsistence with 

equivalent flows, in which Mg  denotes a large integer. At 

last, Eq. (24) and Eq. (7) implement the non-negativity and 

binary boundaries on decision constraints. 

IV. PROPOSED MODEL FOR OPTIMIZING 

DECISION VARIABLES 

A. Solution Encoding 

The proposed WOA-FF scheme is used in two set of 

optimizations, in which the first set of optimization involves 

constraints such as, M
iX , ,D

jX C
jX , M

iW , C
j

D
j WW ,  and 

jBB as specified by Eq. (1). Consequently, in Eq. (1), 

variables ),,( WBXq have to be determined by means of Eq. 

(8), in which the second set of variables such as t
ijsfIJ ,

t
jksfJK , t

kjsfKJ , t
ijsfIJ , t

jrsfJR , t
isP  are further subjected to 

optimization. Therefore, by optimizing the second set of 

variables, Eq. (8) for 24 hours is maximized. By replacing 

the optimal outcomes of ),,( WBBXq in Eq. (1), OMax can 

be obtained, by which objective functions can be 

accomplished efficiently. 

B. Conventional FF Algorithm 

Fireflies are considered as a more charismatic insect 

when compared with other insects [29]. The chief feature of 

fireflies is their flashing light, which includes two basic 

features. Initial one is the attraction of mating partners and 

subsequent one concern with the warning of predators. The 

flashing light follows many norms. Accordingly, there is an 

increase in distance w  as the light intensity I gets reduced 

as given by Eq. (25). 

  
2

1

w
I           (25) 

Two crucial problems have to be resolved for designing 

the FF scheme precisely. They are the attraction formulation 

and the variations in light intensity. In benchmark FF 

scheme, light intensity I referring the solution Y is 

proportional to the fitness value. Here the intensity of light 

 wI  varies depending on Eq. (26), in which 0I signifies the 

intensity of light obtained from the source, and the 

absorption of light is evaluated by the exploitation of light 

absorption coefficient  . 

 
2

0

weIwI         (26) 

The equality at 0w in 2/ wI is barred by fusing the 

inverse square law effects and an estimation of absorption in 

the type of Gaussian. The attractiveness of fireflies is 

specified by   that is proportional to  wI . Thus Eq. (27) 

that is similar as Eq. (25) can be referred to portray the 

attractiveness,  , in which 0  denotes the level of attraction 
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at 0w . The intensity of light I  and attractiveness   are 

almost identical. 

 
2

0

we                      (27)

  

The distance among two fireflies iY  and jY is indicated 

by Eq. (28), in which n  indicates the dimensionality issues. 

The mobility of the 
thi firefly is fascinated by firefly j , 

which are more elegant. 

  




nk

k
jkikjiij YYYYw

1

2
    (28) 

Accordingly, the specified equation can be deployed as 

revealed in Eq. (29) in which i is a random number attained 

from Gaussian distribution and  refers to a randomization 

factor. 

  iij
ijw

ib YYeYY 





2

0      (29) 

C. Conventional WOA  

Whales are accountable for emotions, judgment, and 

social performances as made by humans [32]. The major 

motivating thing regarding the humpback whales is the 

marvellous hunting system.  They can recognize the position 

of prey and encircle them. Following the portrayal of the fine 

exploring agent, the erstwhile exploring agents will attempt 

to modernize their locations towards the optimal agent for 

search. This behaviour is indicated by Eq. (30) and Eq. (31), 

in which t  points out the present iteration,  coefficient 

vectors are signified by A


 and C


 and 
Y denotes the 

position vector of the most outstanding solution obtained so 

far,  indicates the absolute value,  Y  symbolizes the 

position vector, and „·‟ represents an element-by-element 

multiplication. 

   tYtYJV


 .     (30) 

    VAtYtY


.1       (31) 

It is significant to note that 
Y has to be updated in the 

entire iterations in the subsistence of an enhanced solution. 

The vectors A and J  are evaluated as in Eq. (32) and Eq. 

(33) in which f


is linearly reduced from 2 to 0 over the 

course of iterations (in both exploration and exploitation 

phases) and r


 denotes a random vector in [0, 1]. 

frfA


 .2     (32) 

rJ


.2                                                                     (33) 

Exploitation phase: Shrinking encircling mechanism: 

This action is attained by reducing the value of f


in Eq. 

(32). Observe that the distinction of  A


 is further minimized 

by f


 , that is  A


 is an arbitrary value that lies among 

 ff


,  in which f


is minimized from two to zero for 

further iterations. 

Spiral updating position: Initially, this technique 

evaluates the distance found among the whale positioned at 

 ZY ,  and prey at   ZY , . A spiral formula is also 

produced between the location of whale and prey as revealed 

in Eq. (34) in which )()(' tYtYV


   and it indicates the 

distance of the 
thi whale to prey, the constant for determining 

the shape of the logarithmic spiral is indicated by g , „.‟ 

refers to an element by element multiplication and l  is an 

alternate value that ranges between [−1,1].  

    )(2cos..1 tYleVtY gl 


                (34) 

It can be further designed as specified in Eq. (35) where 

ap  is an alternate number ranging between [0,1]. 
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1

a
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 (35) 

Exploration phase: Here, an alternately chosen 

exploration agent rather than the best search agent is 

identified so far. Such mechanism and 1A


 highlights the 

searching and permits the WOA method to carry out a wide-

ranging search. It is explained as in Eq. (36) and Eq. (37), 

where randY


is a random whale selected from the present 

population.   

YYJV rand


 .          (36) 

  VAYtY rand


.1      (37) 

D. Proposed WOA-FF Algorithm 

Despite of the interesting facts of conventional WOA and 

FF algorithm, they possess certain limitations such as low 

convergence speed and precision. Hence to overcome these 

limitations, the suggested scheme adopts a hybridized 

algorithm known as WOA-FF. Accordingly, if 5.0ap , the 

proposed scheme adopts the update formula of FF algorithm, 

i.e. Eq. (29) and if 5.0ap , the suggested technique adopts 

the update formula of WOA, i.e. Eq. (37). 

Algorithm 1: Proposed WOA-FF algorithm 

Assign the population of whales  niYi ,....,2,1  

Compute the fitness of entire search agents 

Y  is the best agent for search 

While t is less than the maximum amount of iterations 

 For the entire search agents 
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 Update apandlJAf ,,,


 

  if 1 5.0ap  

    update using Eq. (29) 

  else if 5.0ap  

    update using Eq. (37) 

  end if  

 end for 

 Confirm whether any search agent extends above the search 

space 

 Compute the fitness of search agent 

 
If there exists a improved solution, update 

Y  

 1 tt  

end while 

return 
Y  

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A. Simulation procedure 

The proposed WOA-FF for reducing the cost functions 

OF CLSCN has been executed in MATLAB, and the results 

were confirmed. The implemented technique was performed 

on the basis of three configuration sets with number of 

locations, MC, DIC, retailers, DC and demand cost as (20, 5, 

10, 15, 15, 1000), (25, 6, 12, 20, 10,5000) and (30, 7, 15, 25, 

12, 7000), correspondingly. In addition, the adopted 

technique was compared with traditional schemes such as 

GA [26], ABC [27], PSO [28], FF [29], GWO [30], CS [31], 

WOA [32], and AA-CS [33] and the outcomes were attained. 

The analysis with respect to statistical, convergence and 

penalty was performed for three configurations. Accordingly, 

the best solutions in terms of the objective functions were 

illustrated for one hour, and the outcomes were confirmed.  

B. Convergence Analysis 

The convergence analysis for the suggested WOA-FF for 

cost optimization is given by Fig.2. From Fig. 2(a), the 

configuration 1 for adopted scheme in terms of 100th 

iteration is 20% better than GA, 16.36% better than ABC, 

41.82% better than PSO, 30.9% better than FF, 16.36% 

better than GWO, 16.36% better than CS, 18.18% better than 

AA-CS and 5.45% better than WOA algorithms. Also, from 

Fig. 2(b), configuration 2 for 100th iteration of proposed 

WOA-FF method is 39.13% superior to GA, 39.13% better 

than ABC, 42.39% better than PSO, 24.35% better than FF, 

27.74% better than GWO, 29.34% better than CS and 

19.56% better than AA-CS models. Thus, the enhancement 

of the suggested WOA-FF model in terms of convergence 

analysis has been revealed in this section. 

     

   

Fig. 2. Convergence analysis for proposed and conventional designs for (a) configuration 1 (b) configuration 2 (c) 

configuration 3 

C. Penalty Analysis 

The objective functions (first and second) and the 

respective penalty functions for the adopted WOA-FF 

scheme are specified by Table I for configuration 1. 

Likewise, the two objective functions together with their 

comparative penalty functions are specified by Table II for 

configuration 2. Also, the two objective functions and their 

relative penalty functions are offered by Table III for 

configuration 3. 

TABLE I.  PENALTY FOR PROPOSED AND CONVENTIONAL 

MODELS FOR CONFIGURATION 1 

Objective 

function 1 

Objective 

function 2 Penalty-1 Penalty-2 

2.09×108 2.15×108 900 77800 

2.13×108 2.19×108 600 94400 

1.57×108 1.57×108 400 70800 

1.95×108 2.02×108 500 66000 

2.13×108 2.19×108 500 73100 

2.15×108 2.21×108 400 70700 

2.24×108 2.3×108 700 87200 

TABLE II.   PENALTY FOR PROPOSED AND CONVENTIONAL 

MODELS FOR CONFIGURATION 2 

Objective 

function 1 

Objective 

function 2 Penalty-1 Penalty-2 

2.87×108 2.96×108 600 92200 

2.88×108 2.96×108 300 92200 

2.61×108 2.7×108 600 85000 

3.46×108 3.55×108 400 111200 

3.56×108 3.64×108 500 96600 

3.21×108 3.3×108 500 103800 

3.61×108 3.69×108 500 113400 

TABLE III.  PENALTY FOR PROPOSED AND CONVENTIONAL 

MODELS FOR CONFIGURATION 3 

Objective 

function 1 

Objective 

function 2 Penalty-1 Penalty-2 

4.81×108 4.9×108 600 137600 
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4.48×108 4.57×108 700 118400 

3.48×108 3.56×108 1200 94400 

4.24×108 4.33×108 400 111000 

4.72×108 4.8×108 800 122600 

4.57×108 4.66×108 800 120400 

4.99×108 5.07×108 1100 132000 

D. Statistical Analysis 

Since the entire meta-heuristic algorithms are stochastic 

in nature, it could not provide optimal outcomes for all 

executions. Therefore, it is necessary to execute this model 

for five times and the optimal results are obtained with 

respect to best, worst, mean, median and standard deviation. 

The statistical analysis for optimizing the cost function for 

the implemented WOA-FF method is exposed by Table IV, 

in which the mean performance of the adopted method is 

7.21% superior to  GA, 5.03% superior to  ABC, 25.18% 

superior to  PSO, 5.03% superior to  FF, 5.03% superior to  

GWO and 2.55% superior to  CS techniques. Moreover, the 

mean of presented WOA-FF method is achieved which is 

18.31% better than GA, 6.31% better than ABC, 20.11% 

better than PSO and 5.27% better than GWO schemes. In 

addition, the median computation of offered WOA-FF 

algorithm is 21.69% superior to GA, 3.58% superior to ABC, 

and 18.07% superior to PSO schemes. Furthermore, the 

standard deviation of the proposed method is 30% better than 

PSO, 57.59% better than FF and 3.59% better than CS 

methods. Thus, the improvement of the proposed WOA-FF 

model has been confirmed successfully. 

 

TABLE IV.  STATISTICAL ANALYSIS FOR PROPOSED AND CONVENTIONAL MODELS  

Methods GA [26] ABC [27] PSO [28] FF [29] GWO [30] CS [31] WOA-FF 

Best 2.09×108 2.13×108 1.79×108 2.13×108 2.13×108 2.18×108 2.24×108 

Worst 1.43×108 1.66×108 1.57×108 1.95×108 1.59×108 1.72×108 1.72×108 

Mean 1.7 ×108 1.89×108 1.68×108 2.04×108 1.91×108 2.03×108 2.01×108 

Median 1.63×108 1.91×108 1.68×108 2.04×108 2.02×108 2.14×108 1.98×108 

Standard deviation 28620048 20722662 15511789 12797896 21899879 19469554 20168509 

 

E. Best solution  

The best solution for the adopted WOA-FF technique is 

specified by Table V for first objective function for one hour. 

Likewise, the best solution for the presented method for 

second objective functions with respect to t
ijsfIJ and t

jksfJK  

is exposed by Table VI for one hour. Moreover, the best 

solution for second objective functions for one hour with 

respect to t
jrsfJR  and t

ijsfIJ  is revealed by Table VII and 

furthermore, the objective functions of t
kjsfKJ  and t

isP for 

one hour is specified by Table VIII. Therefore the best 

solutions of the proposed WOA-FF model have been shown 

by the executions. 

TABLE V.  BEST SOLUTION OF PROPOSED MODEL FOR FIRST 

OBJECTIVE FUNCTION FOR ONE HOUR 

 M
iX  D

jX  C
jX  M

iW  C
j

D
j WW ,  jBB  

1 1 1 1 500 662 700 

2 0 1 1 870 746 700 

3 0 1 0 1000 864 628 

4 0 1 1 675 691 459 

5 0 1 1 1000 500 541 

6  1 0  633 400 

7  1 0  940 682 

8  1 0  632 622 

9  1 0  664 448 

10  1 0  500 529 

 

TABLE VI.  BEST SOLUTION OF PROPOSED MODEL FOR SECOND OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IN TERMS OF 
t
ijsfIJ AND 

t
jksfJK FOR ONE 

HOUR  

 t
ijsfIJ  t

jksfJK  

 

  

1 

 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

6 

 

7 

 

8 

 

9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

1 61 54 100 95 81 100 66 100 100 50 66 100 50 100 50 50 

2 94 60 67 83 80 100 100 91 100 100 100 80 87 91 90 100 

3 94 100 76 87 94 50 75 86 80 65 74 77 77 87 100 50 

4 100 78 73 100 100 100 79 78 100 100 84 70 97 100 91 67 

5 86 53 57 80 100 94 71 92 100 81 83 68 65 100 74 100 

6 100 97 100 86 100 62 100 52 100 97 100 77 90 100 85 81 

7 68 90 57 100 85 79 62 50 83 94 99 50 86 66 100 50 

8 97 91 50 95 73 99 79 100 100 84 64 98 89 60 75 96 

9 51 97 50 62 100 100 70 85 100 50 50 100 77 71 58 75 

10 100 92 91 70 80 61 100 77 71 56 87 56 56 100 98 100 

 

  i 

    j 

  i 

    j 
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TABLE VII.  BEST SOLUTION OF PROPOSED MODEL FOR SECOND OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IN TERMS OF 
t
jrsfJR AND 

t
ijsfIJ FOR ONE 

HOUR  

 t
jrsfJR  t

ijsfIJ  

 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 

 

 7 

 

8 

 

9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 1 

1 17 19 2 3 8 7 3 15 18 13 5 16 16 11 18 2 

2 4 14 6 15 20 4 5 6 13 9 5 14 3 2 15 7 

3 13 13 7 13 11 14 11 10 18 20 5 16 2 18 10 16 

4 13 12 13 6 8 4 7 3 13 7 11 7 8 12 9 8 

5 17 7 17 7 15 12 2 6 5 7 3 2 19 7 8 5 

6 8 3 3 9 3 7 10 11 10 16 18 8 20 5 16 2 

7 10 15 9 14 4 13 16 8 7 19 9 10 3 4 10 4 

8 12 12 6 18 4 13 9 9 9 6 7 16 7 20 3 6 

9 6 5 5 3 7 12 6 12 19 14 11 18 8 1 6 18 

10 12 13 12 9 8 12 4 11 10 8 6 5 8 11 7 7 

TABLE VIII.  BEST SOLUTION OF PROPOSED MODEL FOR SECOND OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IN TERMS OF 
t
kjsfKJ AND 

t
isP FOR ONE HOUR  

 

 t
kjsfKJ  t

isP  

  

1 2 3 4 5 6 

 

7 

 

8 

 

9 

 

10 

 

11 

 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15  

1 13 16 20 6 2 2 9 5 15 20 16 20 2 12 9 149 

2 9 3 1 4 14 17 5 8 19 8 11 13 4 12 13  

3 17 2 10 2 13 20 3 8 12 20 11 4 1 11 14  

4 20 5 16 4 13 4 20 9 1 4 19 20 12 12 4  

5 11 4 20 4 16 7 7 7 16 18 3 19 14 7 7  

6 7 20 7 15 11 4 1 10 17 10 18 6 17 12 20  

7 6 2 10 6 12 7 12 11 15 7 17 10 5 5 12  

8 5 12 19 7 10 8 9 5 2 7 8 3 6 8 3  

9 3 3 8 5 18 15 20 9 8 11 2 8 6 3 6  

10 16 15 9 10 5 20 11 6 17 12 8 2 3 4 11  

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper has presented CLSCN model by resolving the 

practical challenges in locating manufacturing centre, DIC, 

retailers, CC, and DC. The adopted model has converted the 

cost function into a non-linear space. Accordingly, the 

relevant constraints such as IC, FC, MC, PC, SC, return cost, 

SuC and TC were optimized and mapped within a subspace. 

The suggested WOA-FF model was compared with 

conventional algorithms such as GA, ABC, PSO, FF, GWO, 

CS, WOA and AA-CS and the outcomes were accomplished. 

Finally, the analysis with respect to statistical, convergence 

and penalty was carried out for three configurations, and the 

corresponding outcomes were obtained. From the analysis, 

for configuration 1, the proposed scheme in terms of 100th 

iteration was 20% superior to GA, 16.36% superior to ABC, 

41.82% superior to PSO, 30.9% superior to FF, 16.36% 

superior to GWO, 16.36% superior to CS, 18.18% superior 

to AA-CS and 5.45% superior to WOA schemes.  
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